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PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOvlED IN CARRYING OUT STUDIES OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE MATTER OF 

(a) POLITICAL RIGHTS MENTIONED IN THE UNIV3RSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, 

(b) RELIGIOUS RIGHTS AND PRACTICES, AND (c) EMIGRATION, IMMIGRATION AND.TPAVEL 

(continued) 

A. REPORTS BY MESSRS. SANTA CRUZ (E/CN.4/Sub.2/165), HALPERN (E/CN.4/Sub.2/162) 

AND INGLES (E/CN.4/Sub.2/167) 

Mr. INGLES was pleased to note that his analysis of the two possible 

interpretations of the Economic and Social Council resolution had been of some use 

since it had led to a debate which had disclosed a diverg~nce of views among 

members of the Sub-Commission. The point to be decided was not whether the 

Sub-Commission should or should not observe the terms of the Council resolution, 

but what interpretation should be placed on that resolution. 

Mr. Hiscocks had said that the Council would have clearly expressed its 

intention if it had wished the Sub-Commission to undertake the whole of the study 

proposed in resolution D. However, if it had really been its intention to limit 

the Sub-Commission to a study of discrimination in emigration and travel, the 

Council would have deleted the word "immigration" from resolution D, or would have 

expressly invited the Sub-Cownission to limit its study to emigration and travel. 

For the same reason that Mr. Hiscocks thought that a study of disrimination in 

emigration would shed light on the problem of discrimination in imoigraticn, a 

study of discrimination in the latter field would undoubtedly cast light on the 

study of discrimination in emigration and hence contribute to that objective. 

But in view of the difference of opinion in the Sub-Committee as to the 

interpretation to be placed on the resolution, he felt that it would be preferable 

to request the Economic and Social Council to make its intention quite clear. It 

was, in fact, with that object in mind that Mr. Roy was preparing a draft 

resolution giving the Sub-Commission's interpretation of the Council resolution. 

It had been said that the right to enter a country was not clearly set forth 

in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and that the Sub-Commission ought to 

abide by the terms of the Declaration. It was his impression, however, that that 

right had been omitted from the Universal Declaration simply because the authors 

of the document had been at a loss to define it. The Universal Declaration did 

not mention the right of minorities to special protection, either, but the 
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Sub~Corr,mission was nevertheless concerning itself with that problem, though it had 

not yet succeeded in defining it. 

He recalled the Chairu:an' s comment tnat it vas understandable that certain 

countries should wish to preserve their h:nr.ogeneity. If racial homogeneity ,.,as 

meant, tre restrictions they placed on immigration would be equivalent to u:easures 

of ra~ial discrimination. And as everyone knew, from the scientific if not from 

the social point of view no race was superior to any other and the human race 

itself was homogeneous. He failed to understand why dj.scriminatory measures 

based on political opiniops or religious beliefs should provoke more indignation 

among sou:e rr.embers of the Sub~Commission tr~n discriminatory measures based on 

the colour of the skin. 

He noted that in exercising their sovereign rights, States could restrict 

irr.migration. f>.1oreover, article 29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

permitted "such limitations as are determir:ed by law solely for the purpose ••• 

of meeting the just requirements of rr.orality, public order and the general welfare 

in a democratic society". He wondered, however, if States '\olhich restricted 

immigration on racial, linguistic or religious grounds were not contravening the 

provisions of Article 2, of the Declaration. He recalled, too, that paragraph 3 

of Article 1 of the Charter condermed discrimination in requiring "res:t:ect for 

human rights and for fundarrental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 

sex, language, or religion". That consideration, he thought, was overriding, 

even if it were contended that immigration was not included among the rights 

mentioned in the I:eclaration. 

He agreed that the ILO was particularly competent to study discriminatory 

rr.easures in the field of immigration, but he pointed out that that organization 

was interested in immigrants after their arrival in their country of destination 

and was not concerned with the problem of their admission. 

V~. HISCOCKS thought that it was for reasons of diplomacy that the 

Econcmic and Social Council had drafted its resolution as it. had. He agreed that 

a study of immigration might make it easier to solve the problem of emigration, but 

the fact remained that the Economic and Social Council had not wished the Sub~ 

Commission to undertake such a study. 
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M:r. ROY sai·d tbat all members of tbe Sub...Commission had now expressed 

their views and they were divided on the fundamental question of the interpretation 

to be given to the Economic and Social Council's recommendation. Even among those 

vho favo.ured the second interpretation opinion vas divided, for some members were 

satisfied with the restriction introduced by the CounciLwhile others deplored it. 

Be had prepared a draft resolution inviting the Commission on Ruman Rights 

to ask the Economic and Social Council to explain the intert>rete.tion it wished to 

be placed on the resolution. 'l'b.ere was. therefore no need for the Sub-Commission. 

to go any further in its discussion since its vote would show whether or not the 

majority was in favour of the interpretation that, in stressing the special 

importance of article 13, ~a.graph 2 of the Universal Declaration, the Economic 

and Social Council had not intended either to restrict the scope of any studies 

which might be carried out by the Sub-Commis~;~ion or definitely to exclude from its 

programme any consideration of.diacriminatory measures which might exist in the 

f1eld.of immigration. 

Mr. A\"£ thought that the sub .. Commi~8ion was perfectly entit+.ed to 

propose a 8tudy on a right not included in the Universal Declaration of ~man Rights 

since such a propooal was in the spirit of that Declaration. As to the question 

of interpretation, he felt that the .Economic and Social Council should. be askeq to 

clarify its intention. Be thought that the Sub-Commission should retain the item 

on its agenda for the next session and~ pending a decision from the Council, 

prepare a brief memorandum to .show that a study of the kind proposed ought not to 

be restricted to emigration and travel. In any case, the Economic and social 

Council ought to be given an opportunity of reconsidering the position it bad 

adopted at its eighteenth session. 

Mr. CAS.Alft'EVA pointed out that lle bad in no way intended to justify 

da!crim1nation in immigration, but bad merely stated the limitations which the 

capacity to absorb immigrant population and the relative shortage of ~tural and 

financial resourees imposed on the wish of countries of immigration to accept 

immignmts on a. large scale. He was funda.mentally opposed. to any poliay of racial 
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diseriminatton, unless that meant the aelectio~ made among various groups of 

possible immigrants, a.cco!"ding to ease with Which they could be absorbed into the 

population of the country of immigration, 'both from the occupational e.nd social 

points of vte\v. 

Unfortune,tely the G.ebe.te had been ma:tnly on discrimination in immigration. 

He would oove like--d to hear the views of oth~ etembe::::-s of t:1e Sub-Commission on 

freedom of movement IJ,S recogui~ed i.n the t3'ntv-ersal Dcclti~et Lon. Moreover, the 

Sub-Gommission had not paid sufficient attention to the question of involuntary 

immigration, that is to the problems of e~dle and of the position of refugees. 

AJ7ticle 14 of th~ r'niversal Declaration merely laid dcrw1.1 the right "to seek 

and to en.]c..y" e.r;ylum in other coun-tries, but did not oblige any s·~ate to receive 

refueeea or exiles. The Organization of American Stetes hfi.d beep concerned by 

that omission and had studi.a t~ extent to which it would be possible to impose 

eu.ch an obligatton upo11 States. 

He str~ased tbe irnp0rtance of the stt.tdies '?hich J~he Interne:tio;:,al L£'.bour 

Org&niaaticn had conducted on discrimination against migra.n~s. The ILO had drawn 

up a convt;ntion e.nd e. recommendation on migran4G workers and. its PertllfU:;~nt Migration 

Committee had B 1 udied the discrimlns:!;ory mea-su..-es applied to migrants in variot.-:s 
\ 
I 

countries. It was not enough for a State to open ito frontiers to immigration; 

it must also enf>'n:·e immigrants the p;;:-otection of the law and the e,dva.atcges of 

social secU!"ity on an e1ual footing wi'th its o;.-n nationals. It might be advisable 

to e.ak the ILO to make available to the Su1)-Commisaion any' documentc.tion 'lcrhich it 

regularly received or drew t;p on discrimination against migrants. 

B • CONS Ir•r:RA'l'X01~ AS '!0 mnqs F"JRTHER S'I®Y OF DISGRIMINATION S:OOTJLD BE 

CNDER'".t:A.l\E~ IN 1 S5 5 

!'?e Cu;i}RMAli invited the Sub-Commiaeion to eonsider what etudies it 

wished to carry out or to have carri~d out in 1955. He pointed out that the Sub-

Commission had before it a draft resolution introduced by ~~. Ammoun 

(E/r.JN.4/Sub .2/L.B5) and the draft resolution introduced by Mr. Roy (subsequently 

o.istribu:ted as doc'.llment E/m!~..4/Sub.2/L.86). 
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Mr. FOIVIIN asked the representative of the Secretary-General whether 

the Secretariat mlgl1t not underte.ke several studies, since that possibility was 

not excluded a pr~~· 

!~r. I:t:J'if.!_lg-{EY (Secretariat) recalled the contents of the statement made 

by the Secretary~General to tJ::.e Economic and Social Council at its e:Lghteenth 

sess:on (E/2598) and. said that the Secretariat could not give the Sub-Commission 

more assistance that it was already doing. The personnel of the Division of 

Hurr.an IU.ghts was helping ;:,1r. Amrnoun in his study on discrimination in education. 

Any new study than i·.he Sub~·Commiss:ton might request from the Secretariat would 

enta:.l either ~he tra.nsfer or seconding of personnel within the Secretariat or an 

increase in the staff of the Division, with the resulting financial implications. 

~~Tr.::l~ observed that the possibilities of practical or financial 

assistance from the Secretariat were strictly limited. The Division of Human Rights 

did not seem to have enough available staff to conduct any studies other than 

~hose in which it was already co-operating. The rule of the annual budget imposed 

further restrictions. Nevertheless, it ·vras not only the means available to the 

Secretariat that were limited, but also the tirr:e and energy which rrembers of t:r.e 

Sub-Commission might devote to any studies which might be decided upon. In those 

circumstances, if it wished to keep up its reputation for soundness and efficiency, 

the Sub-Commission should choose a moderate solution. It should not disperse its 

efforts, but confine itself to a single study. 

He preferred the study undertaken by Mr. Ammoun and,dealt with in 

Kr. Halpern 1 s report. The scope of a study on discrimination in the rr:a tter of 

religious rights and practices was very limited. The choice of that subject 

vmuld not raise the difficult problems of interpretation to be found in the subjects 

dealt with by Hr. Santa Cruz and Nr. Ingles. There was reason to hope that the 

study might be, if not completed, at least considerablY advanced by the Sub

Comniesion' s eighth session; at that time, the Sub-Commission could undoubtedly 

make recommendations and reach conclusions. That was the decisive factor in 

favour of the choice suggested by Mr. Ammoun. 
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yu-. FOliQi. asked the representative of the Secretary-General whether 

administrative or financial difnculties might not result in delaying the work to 

be undertaken even if the Sub-Commission confined itself to a single study, and how 

long such a delay would be. 

Mr. HUMPHREY (Secretariat) replied that the study might have 

administrative implications and might make it necessary to second personnel from 

one section of the Secretariat to another. The administrative difficulties 

vlould not necessarily entail any delay in the study '\·Jhich would be chosen. On the 

other hand, a study 'lvhich would impose new expenditure on the United Nations 

should be postponed until later. If the Sub-Commission were to decide tC' 

undertake a study for which there were no financial provisions in the budget, the 

Secretariat could not commit itself in any way. 

Mr. CASANUEVA, while recognizing the cogency of the argurr.ents that 

could be advanced in favour of Mr. Ammoun 1 s proposal, thought that priority 

sh0uld be given to the study on discrimination in the rratter of political rights; 

that opinion '·Jas shared by Mr Santa Cruz. Those rights constituted the basis 

of all other rights. For example, the extent of the recognition of won:en 's 

political rig~ts had b0en comrrensurate with the reduction of the discrimination 

to which worr.en had been subjected in ~ducation, employrcent and professional 

activities. Elimination of discrimination against religious groups was also 

subject to the developrr.ent of politj_cal rights. Finally, he was convinced that 

the position of immigrants would improve considerably if they were enabled to 

achieve without delay civil and political equality in the countries which 

received them. Thus, the exercise of all rights basically depended on the free 

exercise of political rights and discrimination could be eliminated only by 

democracy. 

Mr. Ali4D felt that the question of priority was all the more crucial 

as in the present circumstances the Secretariat could not tal\:e on extra work to 

help the Sub-Commission. Since there wes no unanimous agreement on the scope of 

the study of discrimination in the n:atter of emigration, immigration and travel, 
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the choi.ce 1vould naturally have to be made between the other two studies. vJithout 

denyj.ng the great importance of political rights, he would prefe1· the Sub

Coll'mission to begin with the study of discr:tmination in the matter of freedom of 

religion and religious practices. Not only vas the subject easy to handle, but 

it left less room for prejudice, lent itself to a rr:ore scientific approach and 

was of more imrr:ed:i.ate usefulness. He would therefore vote in favour of Mr. Ammoun's 

draft resolution. 

Mr. HISCOCl~S 1-ras of the same opinion. T::Ce two studies of which 

Hr. Al,'ad had spoken were equally important. Political rights, however, were too 

controversial a subject, and a study of it should either ren::ain above tl1e 

controversy, which vTould reduce its value to nothing, or becorre involved in ·+ 
l "' 

and thus inevitably add to international tens:'.on. ReEgious disputes, too, were 

violent, but there were so many different factions and controversies that they 

cuuld tend to cancel one another out. Uhile the world was divided into two camps, 

those camps were political, rather than religious. The difference v1ere so deep 

that no agreement could 'be reached on fundane~1tal concepts. He recalled in that 

connexion article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Hurran Rights, a.nd pointed out 

that every one of ttc= political concepts therein dealt 1<Tith had a different n:eaning 

in the people's dewocracies and the 'Hestern d;mocracies. Even such common terms 

as "hunger" or "a good meal" could have different rr:eanings, depending en vThether 

the :person using them was rich or poor. For his part, he preferred the political 

concepts of the Hest and believed that only the state of poverty and social 

injustice prevailing at the time when Marx had written his works could explain 

that he should have regarded the democratic ideals of the Hest as a sham and should 

have advocated violence as a n:eans of putting an end to it. It was his personal 

hope that with improved living conditions, the countries which had espoused the 

}!!arxist doctrine would finally move in the direction of W: stern concepts. ~~~eanwhile, 

however, any special rapporteur appointed to carry out a study on discrimination 

in political rights 1muld either have to adopt the political standards of \{estern 

democracies, in which case he would alienate the people 1 s democracies 1 or he twuld 

have to base his study on the political standards of the people's den:ocracies which 

\.JOuld alienate the \{estern democracies. 
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At present the world was divided and it v1ould serve no purpose to exacerbate 

the differences by making a study on the very premises of which there was 

disagree:.~ent. For the Sub··Commission to do so would be all the more improper since, 

as a United Nations organ, it was its duty to reconcile divergent views and to 

encourage the tendency towal"ds greater harmony which had becorre apparent in recent 

tin:es. 

For that reason he would vote in favour of IV'll'. Ammoun's draft resolution. 

Ee proposed that the study of emigration, and the right to return to one's own 

country should be put second on the list, and that the study of political rights 

should be postponed to a mora suitable time. 

Mr. FOMIN regretted that 1.;r. Hiscocks bad found it necessary to stress 

international differences of opinion •. Such statements were out of place in 

United Na.tions bodies. The United Nations should proceed on the premise that 

peaceful co-existence of peoples was possible and n:ake every effort to strengthen 

friendly relations between peoples. 

No useful purpose would be served by his commenting in detail on Vrr. Hiscocks' 

attempts to distort the teachings of ll.arx, as that part of Mr. Hiscocks 1 

statement had nothing whatever to do with the Sub-Commission's work; it simply 

showed Mr. Hiscocks 1 complete ignorance of the subject. 

Mr. Hiscocks' attempts to force the Sub-Commission to discuss existing 

political regirr.es and to depict as ideal the regime obtaining in the "Western11 world 

\rere equally unwarranted. 

Instead of praising the "Westernlf regime, f>.!r. Hiscocks would have done better 

to consider the distressing position·of the colonial peoples who had no rights at 

all, and the other "attractions" of that regime. The Sub-Commission's work should 

be based on the United Nations Charter and not on sorr.e political system which was 

fortunate enough to meet with Mr. Hiscocks' approval. 

Mr. HALPERN said that he would vote in favour of :f\'!r. Arnmoun' s draft 

resolution. 
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The CH/\.IRM..I\N stated that the public part of the meeting was ended 

and that the rr.eeting ~:auld continue behind closed doors, for the consideration 

of item 4 of the agenda. 

The p~ic ,meeting rose at 4.5L p.m. 




